New Arrivals

List of New Books Added to the Library

- Selected works of Jawaharlal Nehru. Palat, Madhavan K (ed.). Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund. New Delhi. 2012. [355.042 PAL (056918)]
- Selected works of Jawaharlal Nehru: 2nd series. Palat, Madhavan (ed.). Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund. New Delhi. 2012. [355.042 PAL (056919)]
• In the national interest: strategic foreign policy for India. Kumar, Rajiv & Kumar, Santosh. Business Standard Books. New Delhi. 2010. [327.54 KUM (056927)]

• New energy frontier: Bay of Bengal region. Devare, Sudhir T (ed.). Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. Singapore. 2008. [333.7901564 DEV (056928)]


• Nuclear Pakistan. Chawla, Shalini. KW Publishers Pvt Ltd. New Delhi. 2012. [355.0217095491 CHA (056935)]

• Delhi darbar, 1911 last hurrah of the raj. Goradia, Nayana. India International Centre. New Delhi. 2010. [954.03 GOR (056936)]

• Cultural specificities in the history of Indian science. Danino, Michel. India International Centre. New Delhi. 2010. [934 DAN (056937)]


• Global nuclear security: building greater accountability and cooperation. UNIDIR. 2011. [355.825119 POD (056939)]

• Contested parliamentaryisation of EU foreign and security policy: role of the European parliament following the introduction of the treaty of Lisbon. Surralles, Anna Herranz. Peace Research Institute Frankfurt. 2011. [341.026 SUR (056940)]

• Violence as a means of control and domination in the southern Philippines. Kreuzer, Peter. Peace Research Institute Frankfurt. 2011. [303.609599 KRE (056941)]

• Promoting or demoting democracy abroad?: US and German reactions to the rise of political islam in Turkey. Karakas Cemal. Peace Research Institute Frankfurt. 2011. [321.8 KAR (056942)]

• Libya and the future of the responsibility to protect: African and European Perspectives. Dembinski, Matthias & Reinold, Theresa. Peace Research Institute Frankfurt. 2011. [341.584 DEM (056943)]
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